Instruction of naive CD4+ T cells by polarized CD4+ T cells within dendritic cell clusters.
Cooperation between CD4(+) T cells can enhance the response and modulate the cytokine profile, and defining these parameters has become a major issue for multivalent-vaccine strategies. We explored cooperation using adoptive transfer of two populations of TCR transgenic T cells of different specificity. One was transferred without prior activation, whereas the second was activated for five days by antigen stimulation under polarizing culture conditions. Both populations were transferred into a single adoptive host and then primed by particle-mediated DNA delivery. Polarized Th1 cells (inducers) raised the frequency of IFN-gamma(+) cells within a naive (target) population, whereas Th2 inducers raised the frequency of IL-4(+) and reduced that of IL-2(+) cells. These effects were obtained when the genes for both antigens were on the same particle, favoring presentation by the same dendritic cell, but not when on different particles delivered to different dendritic cells. Autonomy of DC clusters allows linked sets of antigens (e.g. from a single pathogen) to maintain cytokine bias, but allows other independent responses, each with their own set of autonomous clusters.